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Executive Summary

West Virginia has begun shedding its reputation for having one of the worst civil justice systems in the nation. The Mountain State’s lawsuit climate ranked dead last or second to last in surveys of senior business executives and attorneys conducted eleven times over the past fifteen years—until 2017. This report explores the beginning of the state’s encouraging transformation and highlights areas where it may continue this progress.

For years, significant departures from core principles of tort law put West Virginia outside the mainstream. The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, the state’s only appellate court, repeatedly issued rulings that expanded liability and led to more lawsuits. West Virginia was the sole state in the country to impose a duty on pharmaceutical manufacturers to not only adequately educate doctors on the benefits and risks of medications, but to directly communicate warnings to patients. The court subjected homeowners and businesses to liability for hazards that were open and obvious, created loopholes for employees to sue employers for work-related injuries outside the workers’ compensation system, and allowed inflated awards for medical expenses. State courts were flooded with asbestos claims, many of which were generated by highly questionable practices and filed on behalf of people who had no impairment. West Virginia’s previous attorney general was known for deputizing private personal injury lawyers to enforce state law, paying them based on the amount of damages imposed rather than seeking solutions that best served the public. The threat of unlimited punitive damage awards loomed with no right to appeal.

West Virginia has addressed these concerns and more over the past three years.

First, the legislature enacted laws that altered fundamental aspects of the state’s tort law and addressed lawsuit abuse concerns. Now, West Virginia law more fairly bases liability on responsibility, ensures that punitive damage awards are tied to actual harm, and reduces the potential for abuse in asbestos and consumer litigation.
Next, the legislature adopted a good government reform that continues to allow the state’s attorney general to hire outside counsel when needed, but provides transparency that avoids pay-to-play hiring, oversight that protects the public interest, and other safeguards that protect taxpayer funds.

Then, the legislature restored stability by responding to a bevy of liability-expanding court rulings. The state’s high court, while still a concern, has recently shown more balance.

Finally, the legislature updated the state’s arbitration laws, reduced an excessive judgment interest rate to one that reflects market rates, and adopted product and medical liability reforms.

These changes are having an impact on the state’s lawsuit climate. Between 2015 and 2017, West Virginia jumped five spots to #45 in the U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform’s Lawsuit Climate Survey. As West Virginia Secretary of Commerce Woody Thrasher observed, “While advancing five spots may seem insignificant, it is this kind of incremental progress that shows the business community we are starting to get our act together in the Mountain State.”\(^2\) \textit{The Intelligencer} applauded legislators, Governor Jim Justice, and former Governor Earl Ray Tomblin for a “very good start” in “making West Virginia courts less intimidating places for businesses.”\(^3\)

To continue this progress, this report recommends several key reforms for the legislature to consider:

- Establish an intermediate appellate court so that all litigants are guaranteed full and fair appellate review.
- Abandon West Virginia’s outlier medical monitoring law, which currently allows individuals who allege exposure to a toxic substance, but have no actual injury, to recover cash awards.
- Adopt a stronger venue law to curb the ability of attorneys to bring lawsuits in West Virginia courts on behalf of people who do not live or work in West Virginia and were injured elsewhere.
- Remove the blindfold placed on jurors who are not allowed to learn that plaintiffs in auto accident cases were not wearing their seatbelts.
- Ensure that the class action system benefits the public, not just lawyers, by stemming no-injury litigation and basing attorneys’ fees on the benefit actually received by class members, among other reforms.
- Protect people from predatory lawsuit lending by subjecting such practices to similar safeguards as other consumer loans.
- End common misleading practices used in lawsuit advertisements that scare people away from seeking treatment or lead them to stop taking their prescribed medication.

West Virginia is proving that with the right leadership, positive change will happen—2018 offers additional opportunity for movement in the right direction.
West Virginia’s Hard-Won Progress

Over three short years, West Virginia has transformed itself from a litigation outlier to an inspiring example of change. With the support of its governor, the legislature brought West Virginia’s liability laws into the mainstream, adopting commonsense reforms ranging from curbing joint and several liability to product liability reform. With the help of a new attorney general, the legislature adopted good government legislation ending pay-to-play hiring of private contingency-fee lawyers to enforce state law. It also restored balance to West Virginia tort law by responding to court decisions that had endorsed novel theories of liability, eliminated longstanding defenses, and allowed inflated damage awards.

Improving the State’s Liability Laws and Addressing Lawsuit Abuse

**FAIRLY ALLOCATING FAULT**
Under prior West Virginia law, individuals and businesses whose actions played a minor role in causing a person’s injury were on the hook for the full amount of that person’s damages, including the portion attributed to the wrongful conduct of others. What is known as joint and several liability encourages plaintiffs’ lawyers to target businesses they consider to have “deep pockets,” while settling with or not pursuing those who bear the greatest responsibility for the plaintiff’s injury.

“Now, individuals and businesses sued in West Virginia typically pay damages in proportion to their level of responsibility for an injury.”
Before 2005, each defendant was “jointly and severally liable” for a plaintiff’s injury. That year, the legislature took a step forward by limiting joint liability against parties minimally at fault (less than 30%), but the law still left many defendants subject to liability in excess of their responsibility.

In 2015, the legislature replaced this antiquated and unfair rule. Now, individuals and businesses sued in West Virginia typically pay damages in proportion to their level of responsibility for an injury. This is known as “several” or “fair share” liability. In making this change, West Virginia joined 19 states that have fully replaced joint liability with fair share liability or sharply limited joint liability to narrow situations.

Under the new West Virginia law, if a party cannot collect the judgment from responsible parties at that time, after a good faith effort to do so, the plaintiff can ask the court to reallocate uncollectable shares of liable defendants among other liable defendants in proportion to each party’s percentage of fault. A defendant that is equally or less at fault than the plaintiff, however, is not subject to reallocation. The legislature also maintained certain situations where joint liability continues to apply, such as to defendants found to have engaged in conspiracy, driven under the influence of alcohol or drugs, engaged in criminal conduct, or illegally disposed of hazardous waste.

In the same bill, the legislature recognized that a plaintiff who is primarily responsible for his or her own injury may not recover damages. Under this law, when a plaintiff’s fault is less than the combined fault of all other persons, recovery is reduced in proportion to the plaintiff’s degree of fault. This system, which promotes personal responsibility, is known as “modified comparative fault.” It had been applied by West Virginia courts for over three decades. It is the modern rule, adopted with some variation in more than three-quarters of the states.

The new law clarifies that when West Virginia juries allocate fault, they may consider the responsibility of anyone that may have contributed to a plaintiff’s injury, not just those that happen to be present in court. This approach recognizes that some responsible people or entities may not be named as defendants in a lawsuit because they have no resources to pay a judgment, have filed for bankruptcy, have legal immunity, or for other reasons. As an authoritative treatise on tort law recognizes, “the failure to consider the negligence of all tortfeasors, whether parties or not, prejudices the joint defendants who are thus required to bear a greater proportion of the plaintiff’s loss than is attributable to their fault.”
West Virginia courts have recognized that juries may consider the fault of nonparties where evidence indicates shared responsibility, but the ability and process for doing so was uncertain. The new law provides clarity through adopting a procedure for a defendant to give fair notice to a plaintiff that it plans to assert that a nonparty is wholly or partially at fault for the plaintiff’s injuries. The West Virginia law is similar to many other states’ laws.

STOPPING JACKPOT JUDGMENTS

The legislature also took action to ensure that the state’s civil justice system is not viewed as a litigation lottery in which some plaintiffs may hit the jackpot. Before 2015, West Virginia law invited unrestrained punitive damage awards. Unlike most other states, West Virginia did not require “clear and convincing” evidence of misconduct to support a punitive damage award. Instead, its courts applied a lower preponderance of the evidence standard that is used for ordinary civil liability. The state also allowed limitless punitive damage awards, subject only to review for excessiveness under constitutional principles of due process. This combination resulted in multimillion-dollar verdicts in cases involving ordinary negligence, not malicious wrongdoing.

The legislature has fundamentally changed the way punitive damages are decided in West Virginia. In 2015, it required clear and convincing evidence of “actual malice toward the plaintiff or a conscious, reckless and outrageous indifference to the health, safety and welfare of others” to support an award of punitive damages.

In addition, the law allows a defendant to request that the jury determine liability for compensatory damages before considering punitive damages. Bifurcation of the trial in this way reduces the risk that plaintiffs’ lawyers will inflame the jury by tarnishing the reputation of a defendant or examining its financial resources before deciding whether a defendant is responsible for a plaintiff’s injury.

Finally, the new law puts an end to jackpot judgments by ensuring that the punishment imposed through punitive damages is proportional to a defendant’s conduct. Punitive damages can be as high as four times the amount of compensatory damages or $500,000, whichever is greater.

This law places West Virginia in the mainstream, joining the majority of states that have adopted similar safeguards.

“[T]he new law puts an end to jackpot judgments by ensuring that the punishment imposed through punitive damages is proportional to a defendant’s conduct.”
ADDRESSING ABUSE IN ASBESTOS LITIGATION

Over the years, West Virginia courts have been “deluged with asbestos lawsuits.” Lawyers sponsored x-ray screenings to amass large numbers of claims, including many by individuals who had no impairment.

One of the nation’s most prolific “B-readers”—a radiologist that reviews x-rays for signs of asbestosis—was West Virginia doctor Ray Harron. He reviewed “as many as 150 x-rays a day, or one every few minutes, and produced medical reports for $125 each,” according to a New York Times exposé. In 2012, a federal jury found two lawyers and Dr. Harron liable for violating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Practices Act (RICO) by fraudulently filing asbestos claims. Similar troubling practices occurred in litigation alleging workers had developed silicosis, as 10,000 such lawsuits suddenly flooded courts in the early 2000s. A federal judge found, “[T]hese diagnoses were driven by neither health nor justice: they were manufactured for money.”

The filing of such baseless cases not only unjustly imposes potentially bankrupting liability on businesses, it depletes resources for people who are sick or who may develop illnesses in the future.

In 2015, the legislature responded by adopting medical criteria based on guidelines developed by the American Medical Association for determining impairment in cases alleging injuries stemming from exposure to asbestos or silica. The law, known as the Asbestos and Silica Claims Priorities Act, prioritizes judicial consideration of claims of individuals who have been exposed to asbestos or to silica, but who have no present physical impairment, to bring an action in the future.

This approach finds support in Shared State Legislation adopted by the Council of State Governments; in resolutions adopted by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners and the National Conference of Insurance Legislators supporting the enactment of objective medical criteria to fairly treat asbestos claimants that have not yet manifested symptoms; and an American Bar Association resolution supporting the enactment of federal asbestos medical criteria legislation to advance only those cases of individuals with demonstrated physical impairment. Similar laws are in place in nine other states. Courts in many other jurisdictions have adopted such procedures.

In the same bill, the legislature addressed another form of widespread abuse in asbestos litigation. Some plaintiffs’ lawyers

West Virginia adopted a law that brings transparency between asbestos litigation and claims for compensation filed with asbestos trusts.
claim that their clients’ injuries stem from exposure to asbestos from products of solvent companies in litigation. Then, after the lawsuit ends, they file claims with trusts established by companies that are bankrupt as a result of asbestos-related liability. These trust claims often contradict testimony in the civil suit by asserting the plaintiff’s exposure stemmed from other sources. A federal judge has found that the tort system is “infected by the manipulation of exposure evidence by plaintiffs and their lawyers,” which has the “effect of unfairly inflating the recoveries.”27

In response, West Virginia adopted a law that brings transparency between asbestos litigation and claims for compensation filed with asbestos trusts. The new law requires a plaintiff to provide a sworn statement identifying all trust claims that the plaintiff has filed within 30 days of filing a lawsuit. A plaintiff must also make all trust claims materials available to all parties. If a plaintiff has not made these disclosures, a court may not schedule the case for trial. The law also addresses the practice of “double dipping,” in which a plaintiff is compensated twice for the same injury through a lawsuit and trust claims, by entitling defendants to a setoff or credit in the amount of the valuation established by the trust.28 West Virginia is among a dozen states that have enacted similar trust transparency laws.29

**BRINGING RATIONALITY TO CONSUMER PROTECTION LITIGATION**

The West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act (WVCCPA) prohibits a debt collector from using “unfair or unconscionable means to collect or attempt to collect any claim.”30 There was a recent wave of WVCCPA lawsuits as some lawyers abused this law, turning a business’s reasonable attempt to collect an outstanding bill for $25 into a $75,000 “gotcha” lawsuit.31 They did so by claiming the collection attempt violated a technicality and seeking steep statutory fines for every bill mailed or follow-up call or letter.

The legislature has twice amended the WVCCPA to reduce the potential for lawsuit abuse. In 2015, the legislature clarified practices that are and are not permissible

**The legislature revisited the WVCCPA in 2017 to require that consumers give 45 days’ notice to a creditor or debt collector before filing a lawsuit, giving the business an opportunity to make an offer to correct the situation.**
under the law. For example, it provided that regular account statements and notices do not constitute prohibited communications. The law also provided that plaintiffs cannot recover more than $1,000 per violation.32

The legislature revisited the WVCCPA in 2017 to require that consumers give 45 days’ notice to a creditor or debt collector before filing a lawsuit, giving the business an opportunity to make an offer to correct the situation. If the consumer accepts the offer, the business must address the issue within 20 days and litigation is avoided. If no offer is made, then the consumer may file the claim. If an offer is made during that 45-day period but is rejected by the consumer, that consumer must be awarded more than that offer at trial in order to recover attorneys’ fees.33

The legislature also amended WVCCPA provisions that generally prohibit unfair and deceptive business practices. The 2015 law responds to a Supreme Court of Appeals ruling that effectively eliminated a requirement that those who bring consumer protection claims show an “ascertainable loss.” 34 Instead, the court allowed lawsuits that merely asserted consumers purchased a product or service that was “different” or “inferior” from what they expected, without the need to claim any actual damages.35 The amendment provides that when a consumer files a WVCCPA claim seeking damages, he or she must show an “actual out-of-pocket loss” caused by the alleged violation.

Moving From Pay-to-Play Hiring to a Transparent Process for Retaining Outside Counsel

For two decades, the practices of West Virginia Attorney General Darrell McGraw (1993-2013) cast a shadow over the state’s litigation. McGraw was known for his frequent hiring of private lawyers to bring enforcement actions on behalf of the state. The lawyers, handpicked by McGraw for no-bid contracts, were often campaign contributors or had close political or personal ties to the AG. These lawyers profited from millions of dollars in fees taken from the state’s recovery. McGraw kept what settlement money remained, placing it in his office’s consumer protection fund. Some of the money in that fund was unilaterally distributed to organizations and pet projects reflecting McGraw’s personal preferences that often had little or no connection to the litigation.36 Other money went toward

“**In 2016, the legislature codified aspects of Attorney General Morrisey’s outside counsel policy to ensure that basic good government practices continue into future administrations.**”
“public education,” which some viewed as self-promotion, during reelection years.\textsuperscript{37} McGraw’s practices were roundly criticized by lawmakers,\textsuperscript{38} the media,\textsuperscript{39} and think tanks,\textsuperscript{40} and even resulted in the federal government withholding state Medicaid funds.\textsuperscript{41}

These practices changed in 2013 when Patrick Morrisey defeated McGraw and adopted an office outside counsel policy making such hiring more competitive and transparent.\textsuperscript{42} The shift was greeted as “welcome news.”\textsuperscript{43} Within one year, the new policy had saved the state nearly $4 million.\textsuperscript{44}

In 2016, the legislature codified aspects of Attorney General Morrisey’s outside counsel policy to ensure that basic good government practices continue into future administrations. The new law provides that:

- Before entering into an agreement to hire outside counsel, the attorney general must find that the arrangement is both cost-effective and in the public interest, such as by considering whether government attorneys can handle the matter.
- The attorney general must issue a request for proposals for private attorneys to represent the state unless there is an emergency situation.
- The attorney general must maintain supervision over the private attorneys and only the state may settle the lawsuit.
- Attorneys’ fees are subject to a sliding scale that helps avoid windfall payments to lawyers at taxpayer expense. Fees may not be based on civil penalties or fines.

Written findings of need to hire outside counsel and payments to outside counsel must be posted and available to the public on the attorney general’s website.\textsuperscript{45}

Responding to Liability-Expanding Court Decisions

Traditionally, tort (personal injury) law develops over time through court decisions. In past years, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals moved the state’s law in a markedly pro-liability direction. It allowed novel claims, eliminated traditional defenses, and permitted inflated damage awards. To restore stability, the legislature overturned several of these decisions. In recent years, the state’s high court has shown more balance, and, in 2016, voters elected Elizabeth D. Walker to the bench, rejecting the candidacy of former Attorney General Darrell McGraw and unseating an incumbent justice.\textsuperscript{46}

ADOPTING THE LEARNED INTERMEDIARY DOCTRINE

A generally accepted rule of product liability law is that manufacturers of prescription drugs and medical devices have a duty to provide adequate warnings or instructions to healthcare providers. This rule, known as the learned intermediary doctrine, recognizes that doctors are in the best position of communicating this information to patients based on each individual’s condition. For that reason, the doctrine does not require manufacturers to directly communicate information about risks to patients.

In a 3-2 decision, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals became the first state high court in the nation to reject this doctrine outright. Its 2007 opinion in State
ex rel. Johnson & Johnson Corp. v. Karl reasoned that television advertising for prescription drugs made the doctrine “outdated,” even as physicians continue to play a vital role in a patient’s decision to take medication.47 The decision did nothing that would result in better information for patients, but it did open the door to lawsuits against drug makers viewed as having deep pockets.

In 2016, the legislature overturned Karl. The new law brings West Virginia into the mainstream, joining every other state by adopting the learned intermediary doctrine. State law now provides that a manufacturer or seller of a prescription drug or medical device is not liable in a failure to warn claim unless it “acted unreasonably in failing to provide reasonable instructions or warnings regarding foreseeable risks of harm to prescribing or other health care providers who are in a position to reduce the risks of harm in accordance with the instructions or warnings” and where “[f]ailure to provide reasonable instructions or warnings was a proximate cause of harm.”48

ELIMINATING “PHANTOM DAMAGES”
Anyone who has read a medical bill knows that the “list prices” initially indicated as the cost of medical treatment are not the amounts paid by a patient or insurer. Negotiated rates, discounts, and write-offs are common and reflect the true value of medical services. In a 2014 decision, however, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals prevented juries from learning that the amounts plaintiffs’ lawyers seek as compensation for their client’s medical expenses are wildly inflated.

In Kenney v. Liston, the court held that jurors may only consider evidence of the amount initially billed for a plaintiff’s medical care, even if the amount that the healthcare provider accepted for that treatment was substantially less.49 The West Virginia decision contrasts with approaches taken in states such as California, Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Texas.50

The legislature overturned Kenney in 2015. Included in a broader bill addressing medical professional liability, the new law reduces the potential for West Virginia courts to require defendants to pay expenses that exist only on paper and that no plaintiff or insurer would ever have paid. It limits a verdict for past medical expenses to “the total amount paid by or on behalf of the plaintiff” and incurred and unpaid amounts that “the plaintiff or another person on behalf of the plaintiff is obligated to pay.”51

“The new law brings West Virginia into the mainstream, joining every other state by adopting the learned intermediary doctrine.”
PRECLUDING LIABILITY FOR “OPEN AND OBVIOUS” HAZARDS
In a 2013 decision, the Supreme Court of Appeals increased the liability of anyone who owns or leases a home, business, or other property. Departing from a century of law, it held that individuals and businesses can be held liable when a person is injured on their property even when the condition that resulted in the injury was “open and obvious.”

Before this decision, West Virginia law provided that a land possessor only has a duty to correct hidden dangers, not every hole or rock that might present a hazard. The court’s decision in Hersh v. E-T Enterprises, however, effectively required a full trial for every slip-and-fall claim to allocate fault between the plaintiff and defendant. This result exposed West Virginians to higher insurance rates and relieved visitors of personal responsibility. In his dissent, Justice Loughry wrote, “It is decisions like these that have given the state the unfortunate reputation of being a ‘judicial hellhole.’”

To the relief of West Virginia homeowners and businesses, the legislature restored a longstanding constraint on premises liability. The 2015 law provides that “[a] possessor of real property, including an owner, lessee or other lawful occupant, owes no duty of care to protect others against dangers that are open, obvious, reasonably apparent or as well known to the person injured as they are to the owner or occupant, and shall not be held liable for civil damages for any injuries sustained as a result of such dangers.”

PRESERVING THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT
The workers’ compensation system benefits workers by providing quick, no-fault compensation for work-related injuries, is supported by employers because it limits their liability exposure, and helps both parties by avoiding costly and time-consuming litigation. There is a long history, however, of the Supreme Court of Appeals interpreting the Workers’ Compensation Act to allow employees to bring tort claims against employers.

“The new law reduces the potential that West Virginia courts will require defendants to pay expenses that exist only on paper and that no plaintiff or insurer would ever have paid.”
That occurred again in 2013 when the court watered down what is known as the “deliberate intent” standard. Since its 1913 adoption, West Virginia’s Workers’ Compensation Act has allowed a worker to sue an employer outside the no-fault system if he or she can show an employer acted with deliberate intent to harm an employee. As this language suggests, it was meant as a narrow exception.

In *McComas v. ACF Industries*, the court ruled that a plaintiff can show deliberate intent simply by alleging that an employer “should have known” of a workplace hazard. By taking this approach, the court rendered meaningless a standard that was understood to allow a lawsuit only when an employer had actual knowledge of a dangerous situation before an injury occurred.

The legislature responded in 2015 by overturning *McComas*. Among other workers’ compensation reforms, it defined “deliberate intent” as encompassing situations in which an employer “consciously, subjectively and deliberately formed intention to produce the specific result of injury or death to an employee,” not negligent behavior. The court restored the actual knowledge requirement, allowing a claim if the employer knew of the specific unsafe working condition and of the high degree of risk and the strong probability of serious injury or death presented.

**RECOGNIZING A DUTY TO MITIGATE DAMAGES IN EMPLOYMENT LITIGATION**

Until recently, damage awards in West Virginia employment cases exceeded amounts awarded under federal law and the law of surrounding states, placing West Virginia outside the mainstream.

This situation resulted from a series of court decisions finding that plaintiffs pursuing employment-related lawsuits have no duty to mitigate their damages by seeking new employment between the time of discharge and trial if the former employer acted with “malice” in terminating the individual.

The practical result of these decisions was that even when a plaintiff found comparable employment after the termination, that person could seek damages for front pay for the remainder of his or her working life. This approach could lead to millions of dollars in damages for a career’s worth of lost income, even when a plaintiff quickly secured a new job. It also gave plaintiffs license not to earnestly seek employment. In addition, juries could award punitive damages on top of front and back pay awards that already exceeded actual
damages, punishing employers that were found to have wrongfully terminated employees.

The legislature brought West Virginia employment law into the mainstream in 2015 by enacting a law that appropriately compensates those who are subjected to an unlawful employment action, while ensuring that the award does not far exceed the goal of making a wronged employee whole. The new law recognizes that all plaintiffs have an affirmative duty to mitigate past and future lost wages. It also affirms the trial judge’s responsibility to determine whether reinstatement or front pay is a plaintiff’s appropriate remedy, and tasks the trial court judge with determining the amount of front pay, if any, to be awarded. ⁵⁸

Other Notable Reforms

•  **Arbitration.** Arbitration is an efficient and cost-effective way of resolving disputes. West Virginia’s arbitration laws had not been updated in decades. In 2015, the legislature adopted a modern and effective arbitration process that closely tracks federal law and is consistent with states that follow uniform arbitration rules. ⁵⁹

“**In 2017, the legislature adjusted interest rates on court judgments to more closely reflect market rates.**”

•  **A more reasonable judgment interest rate.** West Virginia historically imposed an interest rate on judgments that significantly exceeded inflation. This had the effect of punishing companies that defended themselves in court rather than quickly settling lawsuits. In 2017, the legislature adjusted interest rates on court judgments to more closely reflect market rates. Prior law calculated judgment interest based on compound interest at a rate of three points above the Fifth Federal Reserve discount rate. The new law reduces that rate to two points above the discount rate and uses simple, rather than compound, interest. In addition, the new law reduces the minimum seven percent interest rate, which had been in effect continuously since 2009. Now, the statutory minimum is set at a more reasonable four percent. The new law also reduced the maximum rate from eleven percent to nine percent. ⁶⁰

•  **Innocent seller defense.** Until recently, businesses that sold products in West Virginia were liable to the same extent as the companies that designed, manufactured, and labeled them. A retailer, for example, could be liable if it sold a product in a closed box that it had no reason to know was defective. In 2017, West Virginia joined the majority of states that have an ‘innocent seller’ law. West Virginia joined the majority of states that have an ‘innocent seller’ law.
of states that have an “innocent seller” law. The new law provides that a seller that did not manufacture a product is not subject to a product liability action unless the seller had actual knowledge of the defect, exercised substantial control over how it was made, altered the product, removed labeling or instructions, or sold the product under its own brand name. A product seller is also subject to a product liability claim if the court determines by clear and convincing evidence that the party asserting the product liability action would be unable to enforce judgment against the manufacturer.61

• **Clarifying the applicable law in product liability actions.** In order to discourage forum shopping, a law adopted in 2015 provides that when a nonresident brings a product liability claim in West Virginia, liability should be determined based on the law applicable in the state where the plaintiff’s injury occurred.62

• **No duty to trespassers.** In 2015, West Virginia codified and preserved the traditional rule that a person who owns or leases property generally has no duty to protect trespassers from injuries.63

• **Medical liability reform.** In 2015, West Virginia overhauled its Medical Professional Liability Act (MPLA). In response to Supreme Court of Appeals decisions that had limited the MPLA’s application,64 the legislature broadened the definitions of “health care,” “medical professional liability,” “health care facility,” and “health care provider” to extend the law’s safeguards to all claims related to medical services.65

In addition, the legislature provided that expert testimony on the standard of care in a medical malpractice lawsuit must be grounded in scientifically valid peer-reviewed studies if available.66

The legislature also capped inflation adjustments under the state’s existing limit on noneconomic damages in medical malpractice cases. The limit was originally set at $250,000 in personal injury cases and $500,000 in cases involving catastrophic injuries or death, but has climbed to $330,000 and $642,000 respectively. The new law does not allow the limits to go beyond 150% of the original amounts without further legislative action.67
The Path Forward

West Virginia has made impressive strides over three short legislative sessions to tackle many of the problems that led the state’s liability system to develop a poor reputation. The legislature should continue this progress by addressing several significant problem areas that continue to call for improvement. It has an opportunity to establish West Virginia as a leader in legal reform.

Establishing an Intermediate Appellate Court

Meaningful appellate review is a critical component of a fair justice system. When trial courts improperly admit prejudicial or unreliable evidence, allow novel theories of liability that are unsupported by law, place barriers on presenting a defense, or sustain an excessive verdict, litigants depend on appellate review to correct the error. Full appellate review also helpfully establishes precedent that instructs trial courts on how to avoid mistakes in the future. The alternative is to leave miscarriages of justice unchecked.

West Virginia falls short of this standard. It has a single appellate court, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals. The court’s five members are left to address every appeal that arrives from the state’s 55 circuit courts composed of about 70 judges, decide appeals from other state courts, consider court rules, and administer the judicial branch.

Most state judicial systems provide significantly more access to meaningful appellate review. Unlike West Virginia, 41 states have at least one intermediate appellate court, most of which provide for an appeal of civil cases as a matter of right. As discussed below, until recently, review of civil cases in the Supreme Court of Appeals was wholly discretionary, often leaving parties with no appeal at all. Now, parties are entitled to a limited, insufficient form of review.

In 2009, as the reputation of West Virginia’s civil justice system plunged, then-Governor Joe Manchin created an Independent Judicial Reform Commission, chaired by retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor. The Commission was created to address troubling trends, including “the erosion of the public’s confidence in the State’s judicial system,” and “the voluminous caseload before the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals.”
The Commission found that while the number of cases heard by West Virginia’s high court remained stable, the number of appeals had doubled. The Commission concluded that “by virtually any measure, the Supreme Court of Appeals is one of the busiest state appellate courts in the entire country.”

Accordingly, the Commission recommended creating an intermediate court of appeals that would “ease the burden on the Supreme Court of Appeals, free the high court to continue hearing a discretionary docket focused on important or novel legal issues and expand the core functions of our appellate judicial system.”

The Supreme Court of Appeals rejected the Commission’s proposal to create an intermediate appellate court. Instead, it opted to marginally expand its own appellate review of cases. When overhauling its appellate rules in 2011, the court provided for mandatory review of all trial court decisions. The new rules, however, do not provide for full, traditional appellate reviews that issue decisions that trial courts must follow in the future. Rather, the Supreme Court of Appeals adopted an abridged form of review under which it drafts a “concise statement” of its reasoning. These memorandum decisions usually affirm the trial court. They are unpublished (except on the court’s website) and do not establish binding legal precedent.

While the new rule curbs the issue of parties having no right to appeal, it does not address the Commission’s concerns for the overburdened workload the court faces.
Between 2006 and 2010, under the old rules, the court refused 12,050 petitions for appeal. From 2011 to 2015, under the new rules, zero petitions were refused. Now the already-busy court is taking on substantially more appeals, yet parties rarely get the benefit of a full appeal because the court overwhelmingly issues short memoranda as opposed to fully considered and explained decisions. In 2015, only 11.5% of the court’s 949 merits decisions were signed opinions, and in 2016, just over 13% of the 861 merit-based decisions were signed opinions. Many attorneys, organizations, and other observers agree that this half-step is inadequate.

While West Virginia has resisted change, other states continue to move forward in providing more meaningful appellate review. As the Commission observed, in the decade preceding its report, three states with smaller caseloads than West Virginia (Mississippi, Nebraska, and Utah) had established intermediate appellate courts. Since that time, voters in Nevada, one of the few states aside from West Virginia that did not have an intermediate appeals court, approved a constitutional amendment creating a court of appeals.

As the Nevada judiciary recognized, the new court, which began hearing cases in 2015, reduces the burden on the state’s high court, “allowing the Supreme Court to spend more time on the cases that merit published decisions.”

**SOLUTION**

The legislature should establish an intermediate appellate court that provides all litigants with full appellate review. Despite the Independent Judicial Reform Commission’s 2009 recommendation that West Virginia establish a court of appeals, legislation has not advanced. The most recent legislation, introduced in 2017, proposed six judges divided into two panels serving a Northern District and Southern District.

Although most West Virginians support establishing an intermediate appellate court, a handful of groups have actively opposed the proposal. Some opponents suggest that adding an intermediate appellate court would result in a “substantial delay to litigants achieving finality in their legal disputes.” Such “delays,” however, are a byproduct of ensuring that parties receive justice. Others balk at the expense of the new court for the state. As proponents observe, however, “West Virginia’s entire judicial system is a mere three percent of the state’s budget.” Adding an additional level of appellate review would not have a significant effect. They also recognize that “[t]he benefit to the state’s legal system and attractiveness to businesses would far justify the additional cost.” Meanwhile, the Supreme Court of Appeals has come under fire for wasteful spending, including $3.7 million to renovate court offices with $32,000 spent on a single couch, $1,700 for

“While West Virginia has resisted change, other states continue to move forward in providing more meaningful appellate review.”
throw pillows, and $7,500 for a floor medallion outlining the counties of the state in the Chief Justice’s office.91

In sum, bringing an intermediate appeals court to West Virginia will help ensure that parties have a greater opportunity for substantive review and allow the Supreme Court of Appeals to focus on novel issues that merit published opinions.

Abandoning West Virginia’s Outlier Medical Monitoring Law

For several decades, plaintiffs’ lawyers have urged courts to allow them to bring lawsuits on behalf of people who may have been exposed to a toxic substance, but have not been harmed. The problem with imposing liability in this manner is that everyone is exposed to small amounts of potentially harmful substances. Allowing such claims could lead to highly speculative lawsuits on behalf of many people who will never develop an injury. In some cases, medical monitoring cannot prevent an illness and there may be no benefit to early detection. There is also no certainty that plaintiffs, if given cash awards, will actually use the money for medical testing. For these reasons, most courts have rejected medical monitoring claims brought on behalf of people without a present physical injury.

In 1997, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected a claim for medical monitoring under a federal tort law substitute for workers’ compensation in the railroad industry. The Court rejected the claim as “beyond the bounds of currently evolving common law.”92 The Court was concerned that “tens of millions of individuals” might qualify for some form of substance-related medical monitoring.93 Courts would be flooded with questionable cases, defendants would face uncertain liability, and those who actually develop an injury would have less chance of recovery after depletion of resources for medical testing, the Court found.94

While other states followed the path of the U.S. Supreme Court,95 West Virginia took a different route. In a highly criticized case in 1999, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals took the unprecedented step of allowing cash awards for medical monitoring without a present physical injury.96 It permitted such claims even if the amount of exposure to a toxic substance is insufficient to cause injury and regardless of whether there is a medical benefit to early detection. The court allowed a lump sum recovery “based on the subjective desires of a plaintiff for information.”98 A dissenting justice cautioned:

[The] practical effect of this decision is to make almost every West Virginian a
potential plaintiff in a medical monitoring cause of action. Those who work in heavy industries such as coal, gas, timber, steel, and chemicals as well as those who work in older office buildings, or handle ink in newspaper offices, or launder the linens in hotels have, no doubt, come into contact with hazardous substances. Now all of these people may be able to collect money as victorious plaintiffs without any showing of injury at all.99

Indeed, that is what has occurred. In 2011, DuPont settled a lawsuit over concerns regarding a zinc smelter plant in Harrison County, setting aside $4 million for medical monitoring and providing $400 payments for those who completed a claim form. According to the claims administrator, 4,000 people signed up for the initial round of the medical monitoring program, but only half went through with the testing. Another 2,000 people just took the cash.100 As the Charleston Gazette-Mail observed, “Who would turn down a quick $400?”101

To its credit, the Supreme Court of Appeals drew the line at punitive damages, ruling that a medical monitoring claim in which the plaintiffs have alleged only a future risk of harm, not actual harm, is insufficient to impose such punishment.102 Even with this constraint, West Virginia’s medical monitoring law remains an outlier, as the only state to take a similar approach is Missouri.103

**SOLUTION**
The legislature should bring West Virginia’s medical monitoring law into the mainstream. At minimum, such a law should require placement of recovery in an action seeking future medical monitoring costs into a court-supervised fund, rather than paying out cash.104 This fund would continue to reimburse the medical expenses of plaintiffs until the court finds that the medical surveillance, screening tests, or monitoring procedures are no longer required. In addition, legislation should require a plaintiff to show some present injury or diagnosis before payment of future medical monitoring expenses or establish strict standards to qualify. Such claims should be allowed only when an individual shows he or she was significantly exposed to a proven hazardous substance due to a defendant’s conduct, has a substantially higher risk of contracting a latent disease than the general public as a result of that exposure, and that early detection of that disease is possible and beneficial.

The West Virginia Senate deserves recognition for unanimously passing legislation along these lines in March 2017,105 but the House did not act on the bill in the short time left before the legislature adjourned.

**Allowing Jurors to Learn Whether a Plaintiff Wore a Seatbelt**

Today, people naturally realize the importance of seatbelts. Often, one of the first questions people ask after hearing about a car accident is, “were they wearing their seatbelts?” Certainly, this question also comes to the minds of jurors deliberating an automobile accident case, yet West Virginia law limits the ability of jurors to have this question answered.

Historically, states did allow juries to hear such evidence for two understandable reasons. First, when states followed the rule of contributory negligence, any degree of fault on the part of the plaintiff fully barred recovery. West Virginia, however,
abandoned the contributory negligence defense and replaced it with comparative fault in 1979. Since that time, a plaintiffs’ contribution to an injury only reduces recovery in proportion to his or her degree of fault.

Second, states did not initially have laws mandating seatbelt use and, when they enacted such laws, scientific research had not fully established how critical seatbelts are to safety. Society had also not fully embraced seatbelt use. That remained the case in 1993, when West Virginia first required drivers, front seat passengers, and children to wear seatbelts.

As part of that law, West Virginia adopted a unique procedure for considering seatbelt use in litigation. The law allows a trial court judge to consider seatbelt nonuse outside the view of the jury to determine whether an injured party’s failure to wear a seatbelt caused his or her injuries. If the judge finds that the failure to wear a seatbelt was a proximate cause of the injuries, the jury learns of the nonuse, but may reduce recovery by no more than five percent. If the injured party stipulates that his or her failure to wear a seatbelt contributed to the injury, the court forgoes a hearing and automatically withholds five percent of any future damages award. In such cases, the jury never hears evidence of the seatbelt nonuse. This law remains in place today, though several major changes have occurred over the past 25 years.

A wealth of research now conclusively establishes that buckling up reduces injuries and saves lives. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, wearing seatbelts prevents about 14,000 deaths each year. In 2015, about 48 percent of people killed in crashes were not wearing seatbelts.

The public fully understands and accepts the importance of wearing seatbelts. For example, before West Virginia participated in a “Click It or Ticket” campaign in 2001, less than half of West Virginians used seatbelts. Immediately after that campaign, seatbelt use jumped to over 70%. By 2008, nearly 90% of West Virginians were wearing seatbelts.

Still, for several more years, seatbelt use remained a “secondary offense” in West Virginia, meaning that police officers could not stop someone solely for not wearing a seatbelt, but could enforce the seatbelt law only in combination with another offense, such as speeding. It was not until 2013, after nine years of legislative consideration, that the legislature made failure to wear a seatbelt a primary traffic offense. Now, police may pull over any vehicle in which the driver, any front seat passenger, or any passenger under 18 years of age in the

Given today’s understanding of the importance of seatbelt use, there is no justification for hiding evidence from juries as to whether drivers and passengers were wearing seatbelts or allowing no more than a five percent reduction in damages.
backseat are unbuckled and fine them. Given today’s understanding of the importance of seatbelt use, there is no justification for hiding evidence from juries as to whether drivers and passengers were wearing seatbelts or allowing no more than a five percent reduction in damages. In one state that recently abandoned a prohibition on seatbelt evidence, a unanimous supreme court referred to the exclusionary rule as “an anachronism,” a “vestige of a bygone legal system,” and an “oddity in light of modern social norms.” Keeping this law in place blindfolds the jury from fairly considering irresponsible (and illegal) behavior, as it would in any other personal injury case.

**SOLUTION**
The legislature should amend West Virginia law to provide that use or nonuse of a seatbelt by any driver or passenger is admissible in any civil action as evidence of comparative negligence or failure to mitigate damages.

**Stopping Litigation Tourism by Passing Venue Reform**
For many years, West Virginia legislators have tried to curb what has become known as “litigation tourism.” Plaintiffs’ lawyers from around the nation file lawsuits in West Virginia on behalf of clients who never lived or worked in the Mountain State. Rather than logically file the lawsuit in the plaintiff’s home state, they file in West Virginia because they view some state courts as applying procedures or laws that favor plaintiffs. These courts become what one once-prominent plaintiff lawyer called a “magic jurisdiction.” As he described it, in these courts “it’s almost impossible to get a fair trial if you’re a defendant. . . . Any lawyer fresh out of law school can walk in there and win the case, so it doesn’t matter what the evidence or law is.”

In 2003, the legislature amended the state’s venue statute to curb the ability to bring lawsuits in West Virginia that had little or no connection to the state. The law, which was signed by then-Governor Bob Wise, barred nonresident plaintiffs from bringing suit in West Virginia “unless all or a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred in this state.” That law was short-lived, as the Supreme Court of Appeals invalidated it on eyebrow-raising grounds just three years after it took effect. That case, *Morris v. Crown Equipment Corp.*, involved a worker who was injured in Virginia while operating a forklift that had been sold and used in Virginia, and where all witnesses and evidence presumably were in Virginia. He sued the company that designed and made the forklift, which was an Ohio corporation, in West Virginia’s Kanawha Circuit Court. The plaintiff also named a West Virginia company that distributed and serviced the forklift as a defendant, giving the lawsuit a local tie.
Applying the 2003 venue law, the trial court dismissed the lawsuit because a substantial part of the acts at issue did not occur in West Virginia. The Supreme Court of Appeals reversed, holding that the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the U.S. Constitution prevents West Virginia from barring lawsuits by a nonresident against a West Virginia defendant, despite the acts occurring in Virginia. In a fractured opinion, the court held that once venue is proper as to the nonresident’s claims against a West Virginia defendant, venue is also proper for nonresident defendants.117 This decision seemed contrary to longstanding U.S. Supreme Court precedent that recognized “[t]here are manifest reasons for preferring residents in access to often over-crowded Courts, both in convenience and in the fact that broadly speaking it is they who pay for maintaining the Courts concerned.”118 It also conflicted with the common law doctrine of forum non conveniens that has, from its inception, considered the residency of the parties among other factors in deciding whether a case should be heard elsewhere. Since the U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari, however, the decision stands.

As a result, lawyers were again able to bring product liability and other lawsuits in West Virginia courts, without any showing of acts or omissions in the state, so long as each plaintiff can allege a colorable claim against one West Virginia defendant. The legislature, hamstrung by the ruling, removed the provision precluding claims by nonresidents when the claim had no substantial connection to the state a decade ago and instead codified the state’s existing doctrine of forum non conveniens.119 While this factor-based approach can be helpful when properly applied,120 it leaves significant discretion with trial court judges whose historical reluctance to apply the doctrine to dismiss cases with little or no connection to the state is the very reason venue reforms were pursued in the first place.

Recently, the litigation landscape changed, unlocking the door to more effective venue reform. The 2017 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court of California generally found that state courts may not decide cases that lack a specific connection to the state unless the defendant is incorporated or has its principal place of business in that state.121 In an 8-1 decision, the Court reversed a California Supreme Court decision that had allowed its trial courts to hear a lawsuit brought by more than 600 individuals from 33 different states seeking compensation for injuries associated with the drug Plavix. The state high court had reasoned that the manufacturer’s marketing and promotion of the drug throughout the United States, including in California, established sufficient “minimum contacts” to allow the state court to exercise jurisdiction over all of the claims, including those of nonresidents.

While issued in the context of personal jurisdiction, rather than a venue law, the U.S Supreme Court’s decision suggests it is perfectly appropriate (if not
constitutionally mandated) to consider whether a case has a substantial connection to the state in which it is filed. As the Supreme Court ruled in finding no jurisdiction to hear the claim, “What is needed—and what is missing here—is a connection between the forum and the specific claims at issue.”122 The California Supreme Court had failed to “identify[ ] any adequate link between the State and the nonresidents’ claims.”123 The court also found that “[t]he mere fact that other plaintiffs were prescribed, obtained, and ingested [the product] in California—and allegedly sustained the same injuries as did the nonresidents—does not allow the State to assert specific jurisdiction over the nonresidents’ claims.”124

SOLUTION

The Bristol-Myers Squibb decision reaffirms that a statute like West Virginia’s 2003 venue reform should withstand legal scrutiny. The near-unanimous decision of the U.S. Supreme Court suggests that concerns regarding abusive forum-shopping should outweigh political or policy inclinations. In light of Bristol-Myers Squibb and other recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions,125 the legislature should revisit the state’s venue law to curb the filing of lawsuits in West Virginia that lack a substantial connection to the state.

Ensuring that Class Actions Don’t Just Benefit Lawyers

The class action system created more than a half-century ago has drifted far from its intended purpose. Class actions are supposed to provide compensation to class members for small, but real, losses. But, all too often, they provide only big paydays for the lawyers that generated them.

West Virginia adopted its class action procedures in 1960, including an opt-out system in which plaintiffs’ lawyers may quickly draft a complaint that suits on behalf of thousands of people whom the lawyers have never met or heard from, asserting these individuals have experienced an injury common to a client. West Virginia’s rule governing class actions has been amended just three times over the last 57 years, with the last significant changes occurring two decades ago.126

Meanwhile, class actions have changed. In the typical case today, most class members receive absolutely nothing.127 In the very small percentage of cases that settle on a class-wide basis, few class members file claims to receive what is often a nominal amount. Many people toss worthless class action notices alerting them to the opportunity to get a few dollars in the trash. They do not view themselves as injured.

“West Virginia’s rule governing class actions has been amended just three times over the last 57 years, with the last significant changes occurring two decades ago. Meanwhile, class actions have changed.”
and resent that lawyers are profiting from them. The businesses targeted often settle given the significant cost of defending against such claims and the risk of a jackpot judgment if a court certifies a class including thousands of people.  

Even when West Virginia trial courts have rejected no-injury class actions, the Supreme Court of Appeals has found they must be certified. For example, in 2014, the court certified a class action on behalf of more than 3,000 patients against a hospital after it briefly and accidently stored limited patient data in a way that it could be accessed through the internet. The court did so despite recognizing that there was “no evidence of unauthorized access of [the patients’] personal and medical information, no evidence of actual identity theft, and no evidence of economic injury.” A dissenting trial court judge had dismissed the claim, finding the class experienced no injury. A dissenting Supreme Court of Appeals justice called the no-injury case “a typical example of a frivolous class-action lawsuit.” But a majority of the court certified it.  

The Supreme Court of Appeals has instructed West Virginia circuit courts: when in doubt, certify. In some cases, the high court has handcuffed trial court judges from considering the merits of a case—no matter how baseless or atypical the claims—before deciding whether to certify the class. While the high court’s recent rulings appear more balanced, there remains a need for reform.

**SOLUTION**

The federal courts and Congress are both considering changes to the rule governing class actions decided in federal courts, which is virtually identical to West Virginia’s rule. West Virginia has an opportunity to be at the forefront of reform by adopting new safeguards for class actions heard in state courts. It should adopt procedures that help ensure that class actions serve class members, not just lawyers, by considering similar reforms that have been introduced at the federal level, such as:

- Stopping class actions that lump thousands of people with no injury with a few people who may have experienced a loss by requiring the class members to have experienced the same type and scope of injury as the named class representative.
- Combating lawyer-generated class actions by requiring lawyers to disclose the circumstances under which each class representative agreed to be included in the complaint and prohibiting class certification when a proposed class representative is a relative, or is a present or former employee, of class counsel.
- Requiring class actions to have a reliable and feasible way of identifying and distributing money to class members.
- Ensuring that lawyers do not receive fees that dwarf the benefit received by
class members by basing fee awards on a reasonable percentage of the money actually received by class members.

- Reducing pressure to settle meritless claims by having courts decide whether a class action complaint states a viable claim before highly expensive and burdensome discovery moves forward. As the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals recently recognized, there is “overwhelming support for resolving threshold legal issues in class actions prior to conducting class discovery and ruling on class certification both in the jurisprudence of other courts and in legal treatises.”137 Early resolution of such questions, it found, “may avoid the expense for the parties and burdens for the court and may minimize use of the class action process for cases that are weak on the merits.”138

- Protecting the availability of meaningful appellate review by providing parties with a right to an interlocutory (immediate) appeal of a trial court’s order certifying or denying certification of a class action.

Protecting Consumers from Predatory Lawsuit Lending

An industry has emerged in which lawsuit lenders offer immediate cash to consumers who are plaintiffs in personal injury claims. These “cash advances” must be paid back to the lender with interest and fees out of the plaintiff’s settlement or judgment. The loans often come with sky-high interest rates that can exceed 200 percent, leaving borrowers with little to no recovery. The Wall Street Journal has called these arrangements “the legal equivalent of the payday loan.”139

Plaintiffs who lose their cases are not obligated to repay the loan. This distinction allows lawsuit lenders to call the process “non-recourse funding.” They claim it is not a loan subject to safeguards applicable to other lenders, but a cash advance. While payday lending is generally illegal in West Virginia due to the state’s strong usury laws, which prohibit excessive interest rates,140 lawsuit lending gets around these laws.

Several states have protected consumers by passing laws that govern lawsuit lending, including Oklahoma (2013), Tennessee (2014), Arkansas (2015), and Indiana (2016).141

**SOLUTION**

The West Virginia legislature should subject lawsuit lending to the same types of safeguards governing other businesses that provide consumer loans or credit. Such a law might require lenders to register with the state and post a surety bond, allow consumers to cancel a lawsuit lending contract within five days, and set a maximum interest rate and fee limits consistent with West Virginia’s usury law.
In addition, the law should guard against conflicts of interest by ensuring that lenders do not attempt to influence a consumer’s case. For example, the law might prohibit lawsuit lenders from accepting referral fees or other payments from law firms or from referring consumers to particular lawyers, law firms, or medical providers.

**Preventing Patient Harm from Misleading Lawsuit Advertising**

The number of lawsuit ads on television has tripled over the past decade, with the largest portion targeting prescription drugs and medical devices. Lawsuit ads are often presented as “medical alerts,” suggest an affiliation with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and warn that taking a drug can result in dire consequences, such as death, even when the chance of such complications is remote, understood by doctors, and explained to their patients. The American Medical Association has recognized that “fearmongering” lawsuit ads pose a threat to public health. There is mounting evidence that misleading lawsuit advertising scares people away from taking their medications or seeking treatment:

- According to the FDA, doctors have submitted 61 reports of patients stopping their prescribed anticoagulant after viewing a lawsuit ad, resulting in six deaths and a wide range of other adverse events, the most frequent of which was a stroke.
- Psychologists have reported that patients stopped taking medications to treat mental health conditions after viewing a lawsuit ad, resulting in relapses, hospitalizations, and suicide attempts.
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)-affiliated researchers have found that videos on YouTube, most of which were lawsuit ads, convey scientifically unsupported claims about the risk of taking anti-depressants and other drugs during pregnancy.
- A team of experts in female pelvic health found that women who seek treatment often inaccurately believe mesh devices have been recalled, due to lawsuit ads.
- A recent survey of patients confirms that lawsuit ads scare people away from medications treating conditions ranging from diabetes to depression.
- Doctors have shared first-hand accounts of how misleading lawsuit ads have harmed their patients and hindered their ability to provide medical care.

In addition, some unscrupulous firms—often non-attorney “lead generation” companies—have violated patient privacy by obtaining and using private health information to push individuals to file lawsuits through cold calls, robocalls, and mailings.

*The American Medical Association has recognized that ‘fearmongering’ lawsuit ads pose a threat to public health.*
Despite such concerns, there is virtually no oversight of lawsuit advertising—not from the FDA, the Federal Trade Commission, or state bars. While West Virginia has a rule of professional conduct that prohibits a lawyer from making “a false or misleading communication,” this rule is insufficient to address attorney advertising that presents misleading information about the safety of drugs or medical devices. The rule applies only to misrepresentations “about the lawyer or the lawyer’s services,” such as statements about fees or expenses. It does not extend to public health concerns resulting from misleading or inaccurate information about medical treatment conveyed in lawsuit ads.

In addition, the West Virginia State Bar cannot reach non-attorney entities that sponsor many lawsuit ads and engage in the worst solicitation offenses. Finally, disciplinary action is almost exclusively triggered by complaints filed by the client of an attorney (often related to lack of communication or fee issues) or by another attorney (alleging a competitor’s deceptive advertising places him or her at a disadvantage). A doctor or patient who is not involved in the legal system is highly unlikely to file a bar complaint.

**SOLUTION**

West Virginia should adopt legislation that prohibits common practices in lawsuit advertising that mislead the public. For example, the legislation should prohibit:

- Presenting a lawsuit ad as a “medical alert,” “health alert,” “consumer alert,” or “public service announcement.”
- Displaying in a lawsuit ad the logo of a federal or state government agency in a manner that suggests affiliation with or the sponsorship of that agency.

Lawsuit ads targeting FDA-approved prescription drugs should warn patients that they should not stop taking a prescribed medication without first consulting with their doctor.

- Using the word “recall” in a lawsuit ad when referring to a product that has not been recalled by a government agency or through an agreement between a manufacturer and government agency.
- Failing to identify the sponsor of the ad and whether that attorney or law firm will represent clients or refer those who respond to the ads to others.

Lawsuit ads targeting FDA-approved prescription drugs should warn patients that they should not stop taking a prescribed medication without first consulting with their doctor.

Violations of these requirements would be subject to the same remedies as other deceptive business practices under the West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act.

In addition, legislation should empower the state attorney general to respond when a law firm or lead generation company obtains, uses, or discloses private health information for the purpose of soliciting patients to bring lawsuits. Such law is needed because West Virginia does not
have a statute that generally prohibits the disclosure of confidential health information. While entities and individuals such as HMOs, insurers, and pharmacists are subject to state laws prohibiting them from disclosing private health information, these laws do not reach attorneys, law firms, and lead generation companies.

The legislation should make clear that it does not affect the authority of the West Virginia State Bar, Lawyer Disciplinary Board, Office of Disciplinary Counsel, or the courts to enforce ethics rules and take disciplinary action against attorneys when warranted.
Conclusion

West Virginians should be proud of the work their elected officials have done to improve the state’s civil justice system. The state is heading in the right direction. The legislature should use the momentum built over the past three years to continue its achievements by responding to problem areas and establishing West Virginia as a leader in proactively tackling concerns.

Whether a state’s litigation climate is viewed as balanced or out of the mainstream is influential in important business decisions such as where to locate, expand, or constrict business operations. West Virginia’s reputation as one of the worst places to be hauled into court in the nation developed over decades—perceptions will not change overnight. In three short years, however, West Virginia seems to have turned the corner. It should continue moving in the right direction.

The West Virginia legislature should seize the opportunity in 2018 to continue the state’s transformation from a state with an imbalanced liability system to a shining example of a civil justice system guided by commonsense laws that treats all parties fairly.

This report suggests several steps that the legislature can take to make further progress. Some of these reforms, such as replacing the state’s outlier medical monitoring law with a more mainstream approach, allowing juries to consider seatbelt use, and implementing effective venue reform are long overdue. Other proposals present an opportunity for West Virginia to lead, such as by adopting class action reforms, addressing predatory lawsuit lending, and protecting the public from misleading lawsuit advertising. Establishing an intermediate appellate court may require a strong multi-year commitment to change.

“[P]erceptions will not change overnight. In three short years, however, West Virginia seems to have turned the corner.”
Legal reform is not a one-time proposition. Plaintiffs’ lawyers are continually pushing tort law at the edges, asserting new theories of liability. Courts sometimes accept such invitations. While states such as Texas enacted comprehensive tort reform laws years ago, they continue to respond to liability expansions and abusive litigation practices as they emerge. West Virginia legislators appear to have adopted this mindset. They should commit themselves to protecting recent legislative achievements and maintaining a balanced civil justice system.
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